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Overview of the report’s structure
Overview	
  page
PATIENT ID
Example Report
VPI28031975

EEG

MRI

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

COMMENT

type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017

The first page gives an overview of the spike clusters that have been detected, the
lateralization of these clusters and at what time during the recording the spikes were
detected.
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Detected Spike Clusters
Text

Spike type: F8

Spike type: T8

Spike type: Fp2

Spike type: T7

#spikes: 32239

#spikes: 2322

#spikes: 1617

#spikes: 981

Spike Lateralization

Each of the clusters is color coded. This color is used throughout the report to denote
this cluster.

Spike timing
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The next pages are grouped per cluster. Per cluster the first page provides more detail
about the detected spikes. Several individual spikes are displayed using the bipolar and
referetial montages.
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Spike	
  localizations	
  /	
  cluster
EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

Bipolar montage

Spike type: T8
#spikes: 2322
Spike type:
F8 montage
Bipolar
#spikes: 32239
Bipolar montage

The next pages per cluster provide more detail about the source localized acitivity.

EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

Spike type: T7
#spikes: 981
Spike type:Bipolar
Fp2 montage
#spikes: 1617

EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

Average referenced

Average referenced

EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

Average referenced

Information about the onset of the spikes, the half-rising, and peak of the spikes is
displayed. The spike localization is shown for the average spike, as well as for the
depicted individual spikes.

ESI of Average Spike

Average referenced

ESI of Average Spike

ESI of Average Spike
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ESI of Single Spikes
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Head	
  model

The last page provides information on the patient-specific head model that was used to
perform source localization.

Patient specific head model
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1. the report does not constitute medical advice
2. the report can not be used as the sole basis for deciding the epileptogenic focus
3. the decision to localize the epileptogenic focus can only be made by the treating physician
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Overview page: header
The report header is shown on the first page and contains information on patient
identification and on the uploaded data.

PATIENT ID
Example Report
VPI28031975

EEG

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

MRI

type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017

COMMENT
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Detected Spike Clusters
Text

Spike type: F8

Spike type: T8

Spike type: Fp2

Spike type: T7

#spikes: 32239

#spikes: 2322

#spikes: 1617

#spikes: 981

Spike Lateralization

Spike timing
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The patient ID corresponds to the ID that
was entered at data upload.

PATIENT ID
Example Report
VPI28031975

EEG

For the MRI that was uploaded, the type of image
(T1/T2) and the date of acquisition is shown.

MRI

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017

COMMENT

/

Detected Spike Clusters
Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239

In the EEGTextsection, the header shows the number of
Spikethe
type:date
T8 of acquisition
electrodes that were used,
and the total duration. #spikes: 2322

Spike type: Fp2
#spikes: 1617

The comments (notes) that were included for this
Spikethe
type:data
T7 are shown.
patient while submitting
#spikes: 981

Overview page: average spikes, lateralization
and timing
PATIENT ID
Example Report
VPI28031975

The first page gives an overview of the spike clusters that have
been detected, the lateralization of these clusters, and at what
time during the recording the spikes were detected.
It is important to note that only the 4 most dominant spike
clusters with more than 15 spikes detected per cluster are
reported.
PATIENT ID
Example Report
VPI28031975

EEG

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

MRI

type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017

COMMENT

Text

Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239

Detected Spike Clusters
Spike type: Fp2

Spike type: T7

#spikes: 32239

#spikes: 2322

#spikes: 1617

#spikes: 981

Spike Lateralization

type: t1_m
date: 23/10

The voltage map depicts the voltage of
Spike
type: T8spike at the spike
Spike
the
average
maximum.
#spikes: 2322
#spike

The average spike is obtained by
taking the average of all single spikes
that were detected for this spike cluster.
The average recoding is shown from
1.0s before to 1.0s after the spike
maximum for both bipolar and
referential montages.

Spike timing
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MRI

This map shows the calculated scalp
voltages for the average spike. It does
not give an estimation of where the
spike originated within the brain, i.e., it
does not include any source estimation.

Text

Spike type: T8

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

Detected Spike Clus

/

Spike type: F8

EEG

Spike Lateralization

Epilog automatically clusters individual spikes that have comparable morphology into
spike clusters. These spike clusters are determined by the electrode at which the
(average) spike is maximal. The number of spikes detected in this cluster is also shown.
Each cluster is color coded, and this color code is used further throughout the report.

Averaging is done by first aligning the
maximum (peak) of all individual spikes
and taking the sum of all recordings.
Averaging increases the signal-to-noise
ratio of the data, which yields a more
accurate source estimation. Both
bipolar and referential montages are
shown.
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Overview page: average spikes, lateralization and timing

EEG

MRI

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours
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VPI28031975

EEG

MRI

# electrodes: 35
date: 23-Oct-2017 14:45:43
duration: 175.7 hours

COMMENT

type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017
type: t1_mprage_sag_iso_Gd
date: 23/10/2017

COMMENT

Spike Lateralization

/

/

Detected Spike
Clusters
Detected Spike Clusters

The spike lateralization diagram gives an Spike tim
overview of the electrodes where spike
clusters were detected. All detected spike
clusters are shown with their color code.

Text

Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239
Spike type:
T8

Spike type: T8

Spike type: Fp2

#spikes: 2322

#spikes: 1617
Spike
type: Fp2

#spikes: 2322

Spike type: T7
#spikes: 981

#spikes: 1617

Spike Lateralization

Spike timing

Spike type: T7
#spikes: 981

The size of the discs is correlated to the
number of spikes that were detected for
each cluster. This diagram is generated
solely based on scalp recordings. It does
not include any information on where the
spikes originated in the brain, i.e., no
source estimation.
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Spike timing
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These histograms give information about when individual
spikes were detected during the recording. The size of
each histogram bar is correlated to the number of
individual spikes detected during that period of time. All
detected spike clusters are shown – not only the two
clusters of which the details are shown on this page.
This information can be correlated to clinical information
from the recording. For example, more spikes of certain
clusters may have appeared after reduction of antiepileptic drug dose.

Spike detections / cluster page
The next page provides more detail for each of the spike detections per cluster. For each spike cluster, 10 individual spikes are shown in bipolar
and referential montage. For this, the individual spikes with the highest similarity are selected. These are the individual spikes that have a
morphology that is most comparable to the average spike. The similarity is shown a a percentage.
Spike Cluster 1: F8, #32239
Bipolar montage
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Referential montage
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Spike localizations / cluster pages
The next pages correspond with the spike localizations per cluster. The localized activity is depicted corresponding with the onset, half-rising and
peak of the spike. Again the average spike is shown in bipolar and referential montages on the left.
EEG Source Imaging / PEAK
Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239
Bipolar montage

The butterfly plot shows all channels in a referential plot above each other. The
channel with the maximum peak activity is depicted in the color of the cluster.

EEG Source Imaging / HALF-RISING
Average referenced

Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239
Bipolar montage

Average referenced

Bipolar montage

The butterfy plot shows the instance in time for which source localization was
performed. This is at the onset, half-rising or peak of the spike. In this example the
onset is depicted.

ESI of Average Spike

EEG Source Imaging / ONSET
Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239

ESI of Average Spike
Average referenced

ESI of Average Spike
ESI of Single Spikes

ESI of Single Spikes

ESI of Single Spikes

This figure represents the voltage map that corresponds with the
instance in time: onset, half-rising or peak for which the activity
was localized.
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EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

EEG Source Imaging / HALF-RISING
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ikes: 32239
Bipolar montage
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Spike localizations / cluster pages

The source estimation of the average spike provides
the best estimate of the location within the brain where
this spike cluster originates. The advantage of
performing source estimation on Spike
the type:
average
spike lies
F8
#spikes:
in its high signal-to-noise ratio. An
axial32239
(left), coronal
Bipolar montage
Average referenced
(middle) and sagittal (right) slice is shown
at the
maximum of the source distribution.

EEG Source Imaging / PEAK

It is obtained by using the patient-specific head model
in an iterative algorithm to estimate the origin of an
epileptic discharge within the brain that would cause
the measured voltage distribution on the scalp.

ESI of Average Spike

The source intensity color map shows the distribution
of the source estimate within the brain. A high source
intensity (red) means there is a large probability that
this is where the epileptic discharge originated. A low
source intensity (blue) means the opposite.
ESI of Single Spikes
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Spike localizations / cluster pages

EEG Source Imaging / PEAK
Spike type: F8
#spikes: 32239
Bipolar montage

Average referenced

ESI of Average Spike

ESI of Single Spikes

This diagram shows the localization of the maximum
of the estimated source distribution localization of the
100 single spikes that have the highest similarity to
the average spike. The size of the dots is correlated
to the number of single spikes localized to that
location.
It is important to note that the axial (left), coronal
(middle) and sagittal (right) slices that are shown are
taken at the average location of all 100 spikes. The
individual dots are then projected onto these 3 slices.
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Patient-specific head model
The last page provides information on the patient-specific
head model that was used to perform source estimation.

This 3-dimensional rendering of the head of the patient shows where the
electrodes (blue dots) were positioned for the source estimation.

Patient specific head model
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2. the report can not be used as the sole basis for deciding the epileptogenic focus
3. the decision to localize the epileptogenic focus can only be made by the treating physician
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The legend shows the color
codes for the six different
tissue types that are used to
construct the head model.
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18 / 18 the reader to assess the quality of the patient-specific head model. It allows
Axial, coronal and sagital slices through the brain allow
verification of the accuracy of the segmentation into different tissue types, and whether anatomical abnormalities (e.g. lesions) are correctly
represented in the head model.

The Epilog PreOp software is for professional use only

Requires prescription in the United States.

Indicates the need for the user to consult the instructions for use for important cautionary information such
as warnings and precautions that cannot, for a variety of reasons, be presented on the medical device itself.

Indicates the need for the user to consult the instructions for use.
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